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Introduction 
Imagine that you found a sealed box with the slots labeled “gold” and “diamonds” on it. What would 

you buy with it? Naturally, it's not a fair question, until you open the box and learn the value of its 

contents. 

 

Life is an exploration of two great gifts: our body and our spirit. Our body is like the sealed box, and 

our spirit the treasure inside. But what is “spirit”, and what is it worth? 

 

This answer is more important than a “scientific” view of the world leads us to appreciate. Our 

religions are an attempt to manage the great mystery of the spirit. They are highly politicized because 

the power of the spirit is so great. Normally dammed up behind walls of resistance, it is power liberated 

by deep human need, and constructively channeled through the expression of love. 

 

Imagine that you attempt to open the treasure box, but fail. While you can’t open it, you realize that it’s 

a good place to store your valuables. Over the following months, you store your savings in it. 

 

Then a friend takes your box and hides behind a locked door. Frustrated and angry, you pound on the 

door, shouting curses and threats. Finally, you sink to the ground, certain that you have lost your friend 

as well as your wealth. 

 

Sitting slumped against the wall, you reflect on the experiences you’ve shared, and a seed of doubt 

enters your mind. Your friend is a good friend, and has never hurt you intentionally. So you knock and 

tell them “Please come out and talk. I’m sure that there’s been a misunderstanding.” 

 

After a moment, your friend opens the door and asks, “Why did you take my treasure?” 

 

This is a parable of the human condition. 

 

Humanity was not given understanding of the world – we are groping our way forward. Learning 

involves mistakes: if we could avoid all mistakes, we would, by definition, have perfect knowledge. 

Mistakes are a part of learning. 

 

For centuries, knowledge of the power of the spirit has been suppressed because there was insufficient 

faith in the strength of love. We tended to blame one another for our mistakes, because they cause pain 

and “death”. That blame justified a politics of retribution that reinforced violence and greed. With those 

passions in play, many believed the widespread practice of spirituality was a certain prescription for 

disaster. 

 

This book is being prepared, against the better judgment of some, because I believe that the anger and 

fear that arises from honest error is overwhelming our ability to heal. I am committed to the proposition 

that when we understand the relationship between our body and our spirit, we will have the strength to 

turn from fear and anger, and step into love. 

 

Would it really hurt to give people an owner’s manual before sending them down the freeway of Life? 

 

This book has four parts. In the first, I will propose a model of physics that is conceptually consistent 
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with what we observe of nature, but that also explains the nature of the spirit. (I am convinced that this 

model is incomplete; I am also convinced that it is no less wrong than the “Big Bang” theory.) In the 

second part, we will turn the lens of our new-found understanding onto the Judeo-Christian myth, and 

analyze the nature of the spiritual conflict that surrounds (present tense) Christ’s crucifixion. In the 

third part, we will consider in more detail the nature of human personality, with a focus on the 

relationship between men and women. Finally, I will suggest a thesis regarding our purpose in 

Creation, and so to move with confidence to grasp the future that awaits us. 

 

As the pieces of this puzzle have unfolded to me over the last seven years, I have arrived in grateful 

awe at the conclusion that reality appears to have been constructed so that love works. All that remains 

to us is to choose to apply it!. 
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Preface 

The Eve 

 

Standing in the twilight, at the end of day, 

Fears and wants surround us. Seeking our lost way: 

Circle we the borders, shutting reality out? 

Or open now our hearts, bringing rest to doubt? 

 

Embrace the tortured land, dark abandoned waters, 

Fauna’s angry sons, Flora’s timid daughters! 

Conceiving in our minds patterns just and true, 

Guide the subtle elements into balances anew. 

 

This has been our calling, since consciousness begot: 

The gates of time will open, racing through our thought. 

The Eternal form’d in instant, joining women and men. 

Wisdom that was given, we will give again. 

 

So rest your burdensome matter: dawn is evening turned! 

Spirit moves with, in, through us: grace our Destiny earns! 


